OUT OF ORDER ……. TEMPORARILY
Early Monday, February 29th, our Abbotsford office staff were managing an

Helping kids SHINE!

emergency situation with our elevator smoking and close to being on fire.
Special thanks to the Abbotsford Fire Department, our property manager, our
facilities personnel (Daniel) and our staff for managing the mornings events so
calmly. With no casualties and no structural damage our course of action was

to adapt to our new working environment and to minimize the impact to the
children and families we serve, with no operating evaluator for the next four
months.
Our Wellness Committee took the opportunity to spin the situation into a
positive for staff with a calorie summary at the top of the stairs …..
4 calories up, and 2 calories down.
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NO LABEL KNOWN ….. BUT ALSO NOT REQUIRED
DIFFERENCES THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Kherrigan is in constant motion, rarely at rest - even at night - and her
development is delayed though her genetic disorder that is still a mystery.

Every year FVCDC has an internal Family & Friends Campaign in which staff and board can choose to support
the centre through payroll, monthly or one-time giving. Now in our 7th year offering this opportunity, we are
always thrilled with the generosity shown. Cumulatively our staff and board have given $75,000 back to the
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programs and services provided by our centre. Thank you, we are forever GRATE-ful!

You have the power to influence a child's life through GIVING
If you or your organization would like to support the programs of our
centre, let’s get together and talk. Please call us at 604.852.2686 ext.0
or visit our website to learn more www.fvcdc.org.
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Kherrigan’s birth was normal, with only minor concerns with her ear canals, but

when Tina noticed that she was not reaching the same milestones as her older
sister, they took Kherrigan for testing between four and six months. “When you
first find out that your child will have special needs, you need so much support
because you have no idea where to go or what to ask.”

The Fraser Valley Child Development Centre (FVCDC) has been an important
support to Kherrigan and her family. The family’s introduction to FVCDC was at
about six months of age with Kherrigan receiving early intervention services from
an infant development consultant and several therapists.
Now at six years of age, Kherrigan is enjoying elementary school with her big
sister, and continues to receive FVCDC therapy services through the school aged
stream. The therapists come into the school and work with ..….(continued p.3)

FREE PRESENTATION - DISCIPLINE WITHOUT DAMAGE

….. (continued) NO LABEL KNOWN ….. BUT ALSO NOT REQUIRED

When your child is threatening a meltdown in the grocery aisle, is it really

Kherrigan and the school in regards to accessibility and function, and

possible to keep your cool, get the behaviour turned around, and support

ensuring that she has the most access to her school experience as possible.

healthy development, all at the same time?!
“I am in a much better place emotionally from even three years ago,” Tina
Parents, caregivers and big people of all kinds will discover how discipline
affects children’s development, why our reactions to our children’s behavior
should reinforce connection instead of introduce more upset, and why the
disciplinary strategies that may have been used on us as children are not the
ones that children really need.

shared. “Instead of trying to fix her, I can now accept that this is the way it is.

Everyone just has to adapt to Kherrigan rather than trying to adapt her into our
society.” And there are many examples of acceptance, inclusion and adapting
the environment for Kherrigan, including from her sister and peers; at her
school; and in her community.

Join us on Thursday April 28th @ Clarke Theatre, Mission, 6:30pm-8:30pm.
Reserve your seat today at https://disciplinewithoutdamage.eventbrite.ca

Abrielle is a bright and supportive sister, always looking out for Kherrigan and
wonders if one day scientists might find a way to “cure” genetic disorders. In
the meantime, she reminds herself and her friends to slow down so Kherrigan
can keep up, and will continue to raise funds, like she did last year, and help

PRACTICUM STUDENT OBSERVATIONS
As movement specialists, physiotherapy aims to provide parents with the right therapy for their kids to
improve locomotive behaviors and achieve functional goals or movement milestones. This week I had the

pleasure to witness a child discover his own feet! After preliminary crawling and placing his feet in his
mouth, his legs (body) primed the sensory system (brain) to declare that his feet are part of the body!

others understand the challenges her sister faces.
Kherrigan’s school experience is wonderful, “Her teacher is amazing,” said Tina.
“She includes Kherrigan and finds creative ways to integrate her into the
program.” Tina shared the photo album of “Things Kherrigan Can Do” which
was created in place of a writing journal.

I watched in amazement when the child repeatedly lifted up his legs and smashed them to the floor
(proprioception), then he extends his back and thrash his legs around (motor experimentation). To most
people this looks like normal kid play, but I was ecstatic at how the child was creating his own input to his
feet, and his feet are telling him “HERE I AM”. These are the preliminary steps to standing!
The brain tells the body to move, and the body tells the brain where it is. Beautiful. To watch a child begin
to integrate his feet and mind is quite the amazing experience.

Tina says they recently participated in genetic research to unsolve the mystery,
however “Everything came back ‘normal’ and they haven’t seen another
condition quite like hers. We are still searching, but chances are they won’t find
anything. We need to just enjoy the ride, because even if they found something,

it changes nothing - it’s just a label.” When asked what her hope is for the
future, Tina said, “For Kherrigan, we hope to eliminate as many frustrations as
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possible and allow her to be happy. Finding things to do that keep her growing”.

Thank you Tina, Kherrigan and Abrielle for sharing .
To read the full story, please visit our website www.fvcdc.org

